COVID-19 MEASURES: FOR YOUR SAFETY AND THE SAFETY OF OUR TEAMS, THE ORADOUR MEMORY CENTRE HAS IMPLEMENTED THE FOLLOWING MEASURES:

- **Wearing a mask** is compulsory from age 11 and recommended from age 6 in the memory center.
- **Physical distancing** rules applies.
- **Hydroalcoholic gel** is available at regular intervals.
- Air conditioning system is operating with **100% fresh air**.
The number of visitors is **limited in the exhibition**.

A **waiting time** is therefore possible before accessing it, depending on the attendance.

A **direction of visit** is defined and marked out.

Any **backtracking** is prohibited.

The cloakroom service is unavailable.

Large size bags (larger than 60 * 40 * 20cm) are prohibited.

**Audioguide** rental is currently closed.